
Our normal delivery time for  
prototype custom assemblies,  
lightboxes or light panels is just  

5-10 working days 

The investment that we make in our engineering team is what sets us apart.  
It means we’ll always have the best new products and innovations and you’ll  
get straightforward, honest advice from an engineer.

Our in-house CAD and prototyping department takes the load off your own design team, whilst  
our new tool-kit approach to parts makes specifying and management faster and easier for your 
procurement team.

With a continued focus on product quality, we aim to eliminate faults and variations in performance 
from unit to unit, and our UK-based assembly ensures flexibility and reliable lead times.
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An extensive range of LED lighting systems, assembled in the UK, can be customised quickly for  
all sizes of projects, from one-off displays and prototyping through to volume roll-outs.

As well as keeping a wide stock of standard LED products, we manufacture to order, from plug  
and play assemblies to smart control systems and are ready to work with you on every aspect of  
the design process.

We respond to enquiries  
in less than 24 hours 

Over 98% of our retail lighting  
projects have been delivered as  

per the agreed schedule

We have a strong commitment  
to quality, the percentage of faults/  

issues on delivery for our retail  
clients is less than 0.2%*

Over 70% of our part  
are custom or modified  

parts & assemblies*

 And that’s why our  
customers trust us, with 99%  

of our retail clients purchasing  
from us more than once

*based on our top 5 retail customers, data between 01/08/2016 - 6/11/2017

Find out how we can help your next project shine

+44 (0) 1932 355 221
brightgreentechnology.com

LED Lighting for Retail Displays
Customised lighting & control for retail displays delivered 
quickly, accurately and reliably

+44 (0) 1932 355 221
brightgreentechnology.com
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